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Manifold Greatness:  
The Creation and Afterlife of the King James Bible 

Traveling exhibition set-up and take-down information 
 
The Folger Shakespeare Library is pleased to provide you with this traveling exhibition. 
We have provided the following information to help you prepare for the exhibition’s 
arrival and installation at your institution. 
 
Manifold Greatness: The Creation and Afterlife of the King James Bible tells the little-
known story of the printing of the King James Bible and the influence it has had over the 
last 400 years, since its printing in 1611. While the exhibition centers upon a book, its 
story is fundamentally human. Beyond the text, copies of the King James Bible often 
survive as cultural artifacts, and have been passed down in families through generations. 
The afterlife of the King James Bible is also reflected in its broad literary influence in 
both the United Kingdom and the United States. High-quality images and text make up 
the graphic panels that explore these ideas and themes. 
 
The traveling exhibition consists of seven double-sided graphic panels (7’ H x 2.5’ W) 
which are transported in a single wheeled case (28” W x 15” H x 51” L) 
 
Exhibition set-up requirements: 
 

1) 600 square feet of floor space (minimum) 

2) 2 people for unpacking and set-up 

3) Safe, secure, indoor storage for exhibition travel container 

4) Avoid displaying panels in direct sunlight 

5) Handle panels with clean hands 

6) If possible, provide Garland Scott (gscott@folger.edu) with a digital image of 

your installation  
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Exhibition Panels are not numbered. Please refer to this list of titles: 
 
Panel 1 (Panel 8):  (1) Manifold Greatness: The Creation and Afterlife of the King  
 James Bible 
 (8) A Variety of Forms for a Variety of Readers 
 
Panel 2 (Panel 9):  (2) Martyrs and Heretics 
 (9) Family Bibles 
 
Panel 3 (Panel 10):  (3) Bible and Crown 
 (10) Sailing to America 
 
Panel 4 (Panel 11):  (4) The Long Road to the King James Bible 
 (11) Literary Influences 
 
Panel 5 (Panel 12):  (5) King James and the Hampton Court Conference 
 (12) Shakespeare and the KJB: Debunking the Myth 
 
Panel 6 (Panel 13):  (6) “Reaping Good Fruit”: Creating the King James Bible 
 (13) The Sounds of the King James Bible 
 
Panel 7 (Panel 14): (7) Printing the King James Bible: Misprints and Misfortunes 
 (14) An Ever-Widening Influence 
 

                                   
Panel 1 (back: Panel 8) Panel 2 (back: Panel 9) Panel 3 (back: Panel 10) 
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Panel 4 (back: Panel 11) Panel 5 (back: Panel 12) Panel 6 (back: Panel 13) 

  
Panel 7 (back: Panel 14) 
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What You Will Receive: 
 

1) One hard-plastic case containing 7 cloth cases. 

 
 

2) Each cloth case contains a metal base with two pull-up panels inside the base, a 
collapsible rod, and a plastic splitter. 
 

   
 

                                 

 
3) The exhibition does not come with lighting 
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What to Expect 
 

1) The hard-plastic case has wheels for easier transport, but it is heavy, so you may 
want 2 people to wheel it to your exhibit location 

2) You should expect to spend about 1 hour setting up the exhibit 

3) You should have 2-3 people for set-up 

 

How to Set up Manifold Greatness 

1) With the hard-case plastic container in a flat position, unbuckle both of the straps 
that secure the lid onto the case. 

    

2) Remove the lid. Inside the case you will find 7 cloth cases. 
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3) Remove the cloth cases and determine which panel is in each one by reading the 
labels. If possible, position the cloth cases in the preferred layout position you 
have determined for your exhibition space. (See Floor Plans) 

 

4) Unzip the cloth case and remove the contents. Each cloth case contains a metal 
base with two roll-up panels, a collapsible rod, and a splitter. 

   

 Unzip plastic case  Remove contents 

   

 Collapsible rod  Splitter is in small interior pocket 
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5) Assemble collapsible rod and insert it into the hole in the metal base. 

    

   

6) With the help of a second person, tilt the base and attach the splitter to the top of 
the rod. 
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7) Keeping the base titled, carefully pull up one side of the banner and attach to the 
splitter. 
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8) Set the base down carefully, and repeat on other side. 

 

 

9) Repeat these steps for remaining panels until 7 double-sided stands are erected. 
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Exhibition Maintenance and Troubleshooting 

1) If you experience any trouble with the panel stands or the graphics themselves, 
please contact Sofiana Krueger at ALA immediately (see contact information at 
end of this section). 

2) Please do not use cleaning solvents on the exhibition graphic panels. If cleaning is 
required, use a clean, soft, lightly-damp cloth and gently wipe soiled area. 

3) Do not pull stands by the collapsible rod or the graphic panels themselves. 

         

4) Ideally, position panel bases in place before pulling up graphics. If you must 
adjust panels after setting up, move by pushing the sturdy metal base only. 
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5) Graphic panels are fragile and moveable. If the plastic ends pop off, gently 
reattach them.  
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6) Do not allow the graphic panel to crumple while pulling up from the base or 
rolling into the base. Move slowly and treat the graphics with care. 
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Desintalling and Packing Instructions 

1) Retrieve the cloth cases and hard-plastic case from storage. 

2) With 2-3 people, carefully tilt the panel and remove one graphic panel from the 
splitter at the top of the rod. Slowly and carefully roll the graphic panel into the 
base, being sure not to crumple the graphic. ALLOWING IT TO SNAP 
QUICKLY INTO THE BASE CAN DAMAGE THE GRAPHIC. 

 

3) Repeat Step 2 to roll the second panel from the same base into the metal base. 
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4) Remove the splitter and collapsible rod. Fold up the rod. Place the rod and splitter 
into their pockets inside the cloth case.  
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5) Place the metal base into the cloth case labeled for those panels. Zip the case 
closed. 

 

 

6) Repeat Steps 2-5 until all 14 graphics are rolled into 7 bases, and all 7 cloth cases 
contain the appropriate panels. 
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7) Pack the 7 cloth cases into the hard-plastic case. 

 

 

8) Close the case and buckle its straps. Tighten the straps. 
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9) You are ready to ship your plastic case to the next stop on the Manifold Greatness 
tour! 
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Shipping Instructions: 

The shipping for your exhibit is managed by Craters & Freighters of Chicago. Gordon 
Paul of Craters & Freighters will contact you to arrange for delivery and pick-up of the 
exhibit. All shipping costs will be billed to and paid by the ALA Public Programs Office 
– host sites are not responsible for shipping costs. 

Please be sure you have provided ALA with an accurate shipping address – PO boxes are 
not acceptable. Also, please let us know of any special instructions (i.e. delivery times, 
parking restrictions, etc.). 

Once you receive the exhibit, please complete a Condition report (available in the online 
site support notebook, under “Logistics”) and return to ALA within 48 hours of receiving 
the exhibit.  

Important exhibit display information: The first day of your exhibit display period is a 
Wednesday. This is the last day for the shipper to deliver the exhibit to you. Please do not 
plan programs on Wednesday. You can schedule programs for Thursday evening, but 
please do not plan programs early on Thursday in case of delivery problems (they are 
rare, but do happen). Friday openings and programs are the best, but you may open the 
exhibit whenever it suits your local schedule.  

The last date in your exhibition period is a Friday, which should be the closing date for 
the exhibition (you may close the exhibit earlier if you wish).  Sites should have the 
exhibition dismantled and ready for pick-up on the Monday after the exhibition closes. 
This does not mean the shipper will always pick up the exhibit on Monday, but the 
exhibit should be ready to go on Monday morning. 

Please contact ALA with any questions about exhibit shipping. 
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Contact Information: 

If you have questions about traveling exhibition content: 
 
Contact: 
Caryn Lazzuri 
Folger Shakespeare Library 
202-608-1709 
clazzuri@folger.edu 
 
If you have questions about: 

 Publicity review (send publicity for review to both Susan Brandehoff and Jennifer 
Dominiak) 

 Programming resources 
 Tour itinerary 
 Project discussion list 

 
Contact:       Contact: 
Susan Brandehoff      Jennifer Dominiak 
ALA Public Programs Office     ALA Public Programs Office 
312-280-5054       312-280-5292 
800-545-2433, ext. 5054     800-545-2433, ext. 5292  
e-mail: sbrandehoff@ala.org      e-mail: jdominiak@ala.org 
fax: 312-280-5759      fax: 312-280-5759 
    
If you have questions about: 
 
 Exhibit shipping 
 Damage to the exhibit 
 Final reports to the ALA 

 
Contact: 
Sofiana Krueger 
ALA Public Programs Office 
312-280-5045 
800-545-2433, ext. 5289 
e-mail: skrueger@ala.org 
fax: 312-280-5759      
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